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	Hacking and electronic crimes sophistication has grown at an exponential rate in recent years. In fact, recent
	reports have indicated that cyber crime already surpasses the illegal drug trade! Unethical hackers better known
	as black hats are preying on information systems of government, corporate, public, and private networks and
	are constantly testing the security mechanisms of these organizations to the limit with the sole aim of exploiting
	it and profiting from the exercise. High profile crimes have proven that the traditional approach to computer
	security is simply not sufficient, even with the strongest perimeter, properly configured defense mechanisms like
	firewalls, intrusion detection, and prevention systems, strong end-to-end encryption standards, and anti-virus
	software. Hackers have proven their dedication and ability to systematically penetrate networks all over the
	world. In some cases black hats may be able to execute attacks so flawlessly that they can compromise a system,
	steal everything of value, and completely erase their tracks in less than 20 minutes!


	This is one of two books in the DISASTER RECOVERY/VIRTUALIZATION SECURITY SERIES, designed to fortify disaster recovery preparation and virtualization technology knowledge of information security students, system administrators, systems engineers, enterprise system architects, and any IT professional who is concerned about the integrity of their network infrastructure. Topics include disaster recovery planning, risk control policies and countermeasures, disaster recovery tools and services, and virtualization principles. The series when used in its entirety helps prepare readers to take and succeed on the E|CDR and E|CVT, Disaster Recovery and Virtualization Technology certification exam from EC-Council. The EC-Council Certified Disaster Recovery and Virtualization Technology professional will have a better understanding of how to set up disaster recovery plans using traditional and virtual technologies to ensure business continuity in the event of a disaster.
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Forensic Engineering InvestigationCRC Press, 2000
Forensic engineering is the application of engineering principles, knowledge,
skills, and methodologies to answer questions of fact that may have legal
ramifications. Forensic engineers typically are called upon to analyze car
accidents, building collapses, fires, explosions, industrial accidents, and various
calamities...
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Architectural Theory: Volume I - An Anthology from Vitruvius to 1870John Wiley & Sons, 2005

	"Architectural Theory: Vitruvius to 1870" is a landmark anthology that surveys the development of the field of architecture from its earliest days to the year 1870. The first truly comprehensive anthology that brings together the classic essays in the field, the volume chronicles the major developments and trends in architecture...
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MCSE Designing a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Active Directory and Network Infrastructure Exam Cram 2 (Exam Cram 70-297)Que, 2003
          Leave nothing to chance, Exam Cram 2 provides the information needed to pass Exam 70-297!       

	
    Known for its concise and focused instruction on what readers need to know to pass the 70-297 exam. 
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Perl Testing: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2005
Is there any sexier topic in software development than software testing?  That is, besides game programming, 3D graphics, audio, high-performance clustering, cool websites, et cetera? Okay, so software testing is low on the list.  And that's unfortunate, because good software testing can increase your productivity, improve your...
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Slick2D Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Develop simple, yet engaging games with the Slick2D game engine


	Overview

	
		Work with Slick2D game workflow
	
		Learn how to develop game components with hands-on examples
	
		Get to grips with game analysis and enhancement



	In Detail


	Most of the game...
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Marketing Kit for DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	The forms, letters, and other tools included in Marketing Kit For Dummies, 3rd Edition enable readers to start a successful marketing program from the beginning. The expert tips and information presented in the book take some of the mystery out of marketing and explain, step-by-step, how to implement and execute a successful marketing...
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